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Collecting Patient Reported Outcomes (PROs)
is an effective way to assess the efficacy and
appropriateness of medical interventions,
from patients' perspective. We report
findings from the data analysis of responses
collected so far about the complementarity
of PROs with respect to data reported by
clinicians, and about the main biases that
can undermine their validity. Although PROs
collection is complex and entails costs and
devoted electronic platforms, we advocate
their further diffusion for the assessment of
health technology and clinical procedures.

PROs are “any reports coming directly
from patients about how they function or
feel in relation to a health condition and
its therapy” [1]. PRO collection is
performed by having patients fill in a
battery of validated questionnaires in the
follow-up phase after some treatment.
We provide empirical evidence of the
utility of PROs in terms of difference
between patients' and physicians'
perceptions.
We also assessed the main biases that
can affect PROs [2]:

PROs utility: outcome from “Core Outcome Measures Index” (COMI)
for spine patients, and Spine Tango Follow-up for physicians;
perceived pain from “Visual Analogue Scale” (VAS) for H&K patients,
from “Harris Hip Score” (HHS) and “Knee Society Score” (KSS) for
physicians, 3 months after surgery, with 0 = optimal condition; 1 = the
worst. Tests: Pearson's correlation; Mann-Whitney test on patients vs
physicians
Non-response bias: Mental and Physical scores from “Short Form” at
3 months, the higher the better. Test: t-test on patients who filled in
forms online vs those who needed to be further contacted by phone
Condescending bias: VAS items at 3 months, 0 = minimal pain and 10
= the highest. Test: Mann-Whitney on online responders (alone) vs
phone (assisted)

PROs utility: Pearson's correlation on outcome:
N=121, r=.49, p<.001. Mann- Whitney test on
121 patients (median=0, IQR=.33) and 121
physicians (median=.5, IQR=.25) differed
significantly (p<.001). Fig.1.a. Pearson's
correlation on pain: N=527, r=.45 and p<.001.
Mann-Whitney test on 527 patients
(median=.1, IQR=.3) and 527 physicians
(median=0, IQR=.1) was significant (p-
value<.001). Fig.1.b.

Fig.1: PROs utility. White dot: median; black 
thick bar: IQR; red dot and bar: mean and CI.
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Non-response bias: T-test on Mental and Physical score
on on-line responses (N=102, mean=2.91, SD=11.15
and N=102, mean=6.74, SD=8.95, respectively) and
phone calls (N=25, mean=6.97, SD=9.26 and N=25,
mean=6.89, SD=10.82, respectively). No significant
difference was found (p=.067 and p=.949).
Condescending bias: Mann-Whitney test on pain on
phone responses (N=74, median=1.5, IQR=3) and on-
line (N=557, median=2, IQR=4) was significantly
different (p=.015). Fig.2.

Fig.2: Condescending bias. Boxplot 
notches: median CI

PROs utility: we found a moderate and significant
correlation between patients’ and clinicians’ answers.
Patients tend to report a better outcome and a worse
pain than physicians do. Both results could be traced
back to condescending bias.
Non-response bias: there is no evidence that people
quitting out the follow-up program would create
significantly different scores. This finding should be
taken with caution: PROs number is low (phone recall
was introduced since 3 months), and we cannot guess
the role of those who did even refuse to answer on
phone.

Condescending bias: pain scores were significantly
lower if reported on phone than on-line, probably
affecting analysis towards less conservative
conclusions.
In this work we analyzed PROs collected at a single
large clinical setting and we found that they are not
redundant data and complement the
representation of the treatment outcome
adequately. Some biases can affect PROs' quality.
Further research on the effectiveness of simple and
cost-effective solutions is necessary improve the
validity of PRO data.

non-response bais: responses failed to be
collected can bias the generalizability of
findings from available responses;
Condescending bias: patients may give
responses according to what they believe
the researchers desire [3].
We undertook the study at IRCCS
Orthopedic Institute Galeazzi, in Milan
(Italy). To increase PRO partecipation, their
registry platform sends automatic email
alerts and gives Data Managers an up-to-
date list of patients to be contacted by
phone.
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